Data Sheet:

Classic-Check® Models 72020 & 72021
Classic Features for Fall Risk Monitoring
Since 1978, STANLEY Healthcare’s Bed-Check has been designing and
manufacturing fall and restraint reduction monitoring systems. Our
Bed-Check monitors continue to offer what caregivers want most:

Reliability. Simplicity. Versatility.

Product Overview
• Day/Night Mode features 1-touch control with 7 volume settings
• Ten programmable alarm tone settings
• Nurse call system compatibility
• The Classic-Check Model 72021 has a nurse call accessory port,
which may eliminate the need for a Y-adapter
• Variable delay settings: 1, 2, or 3 seconds
• No on-off switch: monitors automatically with weight on the Sensormat pad, and meets Joint Commission requirements
• Hold Mode: enables transfer of patient or resident by staff
without alarm sounding
• Monitoring automatically restarts within 25 seconds when patient
is on Sensormat pad even if the system has been placed in Hold
mode
• Choice of mounting options
• Sensormat pads available for both bed and chair
• Integrated 10-foot power cord and nurse call cord
• Assembled in the USA; Two-year limited warranty

Purpose
The Classic-Check control unit is intended to be used in conjunction
with a STANLEY Healthcare Sensormat® pad as a system to effectively
monitor patients at risk of falling or residents in a bed or stationary
chair. Classic-Check provides an audible alarm to alert the caregiver
when the person begins to get up unassisted.
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Power Requirements
The Classic- Check is powered by plugging the integral power supply into a standard wall outlet (110VAC). Power is
converted to 12VDC before entering the Classic-Check case (no line voltage in the monitor).

Installation
The Classic-Check may be mounted on the bed headboard or frame, on the head wall, or the chair back using the
standard Velcro® strap or optional wire holster. It should be positioned so that it is inaccessible to the monitored person.
The appropriate Sensormat pad is installed according to its own in-service instructions. See the Classic-Check User Guide
for complete instructions.

In-Service
Ask your professional Bed-Check Distributor about in-service training options.

Features and Operation
Classic-Check has many standard features designed to effectively monitor patients at risk of falling.
• Begins monitoring immediately after pushing RESET whenever a patient is on the Sensormat pad
• Begins monitoring automatically 5 seconds after patient weight is detected on the Sensormat pad
• The Classic-Check sounds an audible alarm tone and can signal the nurse call system
• One touch HOLD starts a 25 second delay, during which the patient can be repositioned or assisted off the Sensormat pad without causing the system to alarm
• Day and Night modes: Setting to “Nite” illuminates the splash shield with a soft blue light and changes the alarm
volume to your pre-set “Nite” level.
• LEDs indicate HOLD and MONitor modes, and the 1, 2, or 3 second delay countdown
• 4 tone and 6 tune settings
• Integrated 10-foot power cord
• 110V AC powered
• ETL listed. Conforms to UL® Standard 1069 and to CSA Standard C22.2 No. 205R
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